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Abstrat
We investigate the onditions for reativity enhanement of atalyti proesses in porous solids by
use of moleular tra ontrol (MTC) as a funtion of reation rate and grain size. With dynami
Monte-Carlo simulations and ontinuous-time random walk theory applied to the low onentration
regime we obtain a quantitative desription of the MTC eet for a network of interseting single-le
hannels in a wide range of grain parameters and for optimal external operating onditions. The
eieny ratio (ompared with a topologially and struturally similar referene system without
MTC) is inversely proportional to the grain diameter. However, for small grains MTC leads to a
reativity enhanement of up to approximately 30% of the atalyti onversion A → B even for
short interseting hannels. This suggests that MTC may signiantly enhane the eieny of a
atalyti proess for small porous nanopartiles with a suitably hosen binary hannel topology.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Zeolites are used for atalyti proesses in a variety of appliations, e.g. raking of large
hydroarbon moleules. In a number of zeolites diusive transport ours along quasi-one-
dimensional hannels whih do not allow guest moleules to pass eah other [1℄. Due to
mutual blokage of reatand A and produt moleules B under suh single-le onditions
[2℄ the eetive reativity of a atalyti proess A→ B  determined by the residene time
of moleules in the zeolite  may be onsiderably redued as ompared to the reativity in
the absene of single-le behaviour. It has been suggested that the single-le eet may be
irumvented by the so far ontroversial onept of moleular tra ontrol (MTC) [3, 4℄.
This notion rests on the assumption that reatands and produt moleules resp. may prefer
spatially separated diusion pathways and thus avoid mutual suppression of self-diusion
inside the grain hannels.
The neessary (but not suient) requirement for the MTC eet, a hannel seletivity
of two dierent speies of moleules, has been veried by means of moleular dynami (MD)
simulations of two-omponent mixtures in the zeolite ZSM-5 [5℄ and relaxation simulations
of a mixture of dierently sized moleules (Xe and SF6) in a bimodal struture possessing
dual-sized pores (Boggsite with 10-ring and 12-ring pores) [6℄. Also equilibriumMonte-Carlo
simulations demonstrate that the residene probability in dierent areas of the intrarys-
talline pore spae may be notably dierent for the two omponents of a binary mixture [7℄
and thus provide further support for the notion of hannel seletivity in suitable bimodal
hannel topologies.
Whether a MTC eet leading to reativity enhanement atually takes plae was ad-
dressed by a series of dynami Monte Carlo simulations (DMCS) of a stohasti model
system with a network of perpendiular sets of bimodal interseting hannels and with at-
alyti sites loated at the interseting pores (NBK model) [9, 10, 11℄. The authors of these
studies found numerially the ourrene of the MTC eet by omparing the outow of
reation produts in the MTC system with the outow from a referene system with equal
internal and external system parameters, but no hannel seletivity (Fig. 1). The depen-
deny of the MTC eet as a funtion of the system size has been investigated in [12℄. The
MTC eet is favored by a small number of hannels and ours only for long hannels be-
tween intersetions, whih by themselves lead to a very low absolute outow ompared to a
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FIG. 1: REF system (left) with N = 3 hannels and MTC system (right) of the the same size. In
ontrast to the REF ase, where we allow both types of partiles (A and B partiles) to enter any
hannel, in the MTC system A partiles are arried through the vertial α hannels whereas the
B partiles diuse along the horizontal β hannels. Blak squares indiate atalyti sites where a
atalyti transformation A→ B is allowed.
similar system with shorter hannels. A reent analytial treatment of the master equation
for this stohasti many-partile model revealed the origin of this eet at high reativities
[13℄. It results from an interplay of the long residene time of guest moleules under single-
le onditions with a saturation eet that leads to a depletion of the bulk of the rystallite.
Thus the MTC eet is rmly established, but the question of its relevane for appliations
remains open.
Here we address this question by a systemati study of the MTC eet as a funtion of
the reativity of the atalyti sites and as a funtion of grain size, but using xed small
hannel length. This hoie is motivated by potential relevane from an applied perspetive.
Moreover, for the same reason we determine the MTC eet by making a omparison with
the referene system using the same set of xed internal (material-dependent) parameters,
but (unlike in previous studies [11, 12, 13℄) for eah ase (MTC and REF resp.) dierent
optimal external (operation-dependent) parameters whih one would try to implement in
an industrially relevant proess. It will transpire that a signiant MTC eet (reativity
enhanement up to ≈ 30%) ours in our model system even for small hannel length at
realisti intermediate reation rates of the atalyst, provided the grain size is suiently
small. This may be of interest as sine the rst suessful synthesis of mesoporous MCM-41
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nanopartiles [14℄, there has been intense researh ativity in the design and synthesis of
strutured mesoporous solids with a ontrolled pore size. In partiular, synthesis of bimodal
nanostrutures with independently ontrolled small and large mesopore sizes has beome
feasible [15℄.
In this work we do not study a spei proess in a spei material, but we demonstrate the
validity of the MTC onept even if hannels inside the porous material are short. This is
novel and  from an applied viewpoint  ruial sine it is a neessary ondition for starting
expensive and time-onsuming quantitative investigations in spei settings.
II. NBK MODEL
As in [12, 13℄ we onsider the NBK lattie model [9℄ with a quadrati array of N × N
hannels (Fig. 1) whih is a measure of the grain size of the rystallite. Eah hannel has L
sites between the intersetion points where the irreversible atalyti proess A → B takes
plae. We assume the boundary hannels of the grain to be onneted to the surrounding gas
phase, modelled by reservoirs of onstant densities suh that the entranes of the respetive
hannels (extra reservoir sites) have a xed A partile density ρ. We assume the reation
produts B whih leave the rystallite to be removed immediately from the gas phase suh
that the density of B partiles in the reservoir is always 0. Short-range interation between
partiles inside the narrow pores is desribed by an idealized hard ore repulsion whih
forbids double-oupany of lattie sites.
The underlying dynamis are stohasti. We work in a ontinuous time desription where
the transition probabilities beome transition rates and no multiple transitions our at the
same innitesimal time unit. Eah elementary transition between mirosopi ongurations
of the system takes plae randomly with an exponential waiting-time distribution. Diu-
sion is modelled by jump proesses between neighbouring lattie sites. D is the elementary
(attempt) rate of hopping and is assumed to be the same for both speies A,B of partiles.
In the absene of other partiles D is the self-diusion oeient for the mean-square dis-
plaement along a hannel. If a neighboring site is oupied by a partile then a hopping
attempt is rejeted (single-le eet). The dynamis inside a hannel are thus given by the
symmetri exlusion proess [16, 17, 18, 19℄ whih is well-studied in the probabilisti [20℄
and statistial mehanis literature [21℄. The self-diusion along a hannel is anomalous,
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the eetive diusion rate between intersetion points deays asymptotially as 1/L, see [18℄
and referenes therein.
At the intersetions the reation A→ B ours with a reation rate c. This reation rate
inuenes, but is distint from, the eetive grain reativity whih is largely determined
by the residene time of guest moleules inside the grain whih under single-le onditions
grows in the referene system with the third power of the hannel length L [22℄. At the
boundary sites partiles jump into the reservoir with a rate D(1 − ρA − ρB) in the general
ase. Correspondingly partiles are injeted into the grain with rates DρA,B respetively.
As disussed above here we onsider only ρA = ρ, ρB = 0.
For the REF system A and B partiles are allowed to enter and leave both types of
hannels, the vertial (α) and horizontal (β) ones. In ase of MTC A(B) partiles will
enter α(β)-hannels only, mimiking omplete hannel seletivity. Therefore all hannel
segments arry only one type of partiles in the MTC ase. For the boundary hannels
omplete seletivity implies that α-hannels are eetively desribed by onnetion with an
A-reservoir of density ρA = ρ (B-partiles do not blok the boundary sites of α-hannels)
and β-hannels are eetively desribed by onnetion with a B-reservoir of density ρB = 0,
respetively. (A-partiles do not blok the boundary sites of β-hannels.) This stohasti
dynamis, whih is a Markov proess, fully denes the NBK model.
In both ases, MTC and REF system, the external onentration gradient between A and
B reservoir densities indues a partile urrent inside the grain whih drives the system in a
stationary nonequilibrium state. For this reason there is no Gibbs measure and equilibrium
Monte-Carlo algorithms annot be applied for determining steady state properties. Instead
we use dynami Monte-Carlo simulation (DMCS) with random sequential update. This
ensures that the simulation algorithm yields the orret stationary distribution of the model.
III. MONTE CARLO RESULTS
Antiipating onentration gradients between intersetion points we expet due to the
exlusion dynamis linear density proles within the hannel segments [13, 17, 21℄, the slope
and hene the urrent being inversely proportional to the number of lattie sites L. The
total output urrent j of B partiles, dened as the number of B-partiles leaving the grain
per time unit in the stationary state, is the main quantity of interest. It determines the
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FIG. 2: jREF (solid symbols) and jMTC (open symbols) as a funtion of the reservoir density for a
system with N = 5, L = 1, c = 0.1.
eetive reativity of the grain.
We are partiularly interested in studying the system in its maximal urrent state for
given reativity c and size onstants N , L, whih are intrinsi material properties of a given
grain. The A partile reservoir density ρ, determined by the density in the gas phase, an be
tuned in a possible experimental setting. Let us therefore denote the reservoir density whih
maximizes the output urrent by ρ∗ and the maximal urrent by j∗. For MTC systems as
dened above we always expet ρ∗MTC = 1, sine the highly harged entranes of α-hannels
do not blok the exit of B-partiles and hene do not prevent them from leaving the system.
Fig. 2 shows j as a funtion of ρ for both a MTC and REF system of N = 5, L = 1 and
reativity c = 0.1. Indeed for MTC the maximal output ours for the maximal reservoir
density. In ase of the REF system ρ∗REF as well as j
∗
REF need to be found by simulation.
We iteratively approah the maximal urrent by a set of 9 datapoints. The "best" datapoint
has been hosen in order to approximate the maximum. Statistial errors are displayed.
They are, however, mostly within symbol size.
In order to measure the eieny of a MTC system over the assoiated REF system we
dene the eieny ratio
R(c, N, L) =
j∗MTC
j∗REF
(1)
whih is a funtion of the system size N , L and reativity c.
Fig. 3 (left) shows the measured ratio R for a large range of reativities. We plotted
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FIG. 3: Left: Ratio R(c) for dierent number of hannels N and L = 2. Right: Maximal ratio R∗
for dierent L
systems with L = 2 and dierent N . We note that the MTC eet has a strong negative
dependene on inreasing N for all N and inreasing c above some optimal value c∗. We
denote this optimal value by Rmax. Fig. 3 (right) shows R
∗
max(N) for dierent L and proves
that there is an MTC eet for any L and any N . Notie, however, that with inreasing N
the optimal ratio not only dereases, but appears at unnaturally small reativities c. This
is highly undesirable as then the atual output urrent shrinks to zero. Even though more
eient than a REF system, a MTC grain with large N would not operate under pratially
relevant onditions.
As expeted from previous results [12, 13℄ the MTC eet is seen to inrease with in-
reasing L, even though the measure R used here is dierent (Fig. 4). This follows from
theoretial studies of single-le systems. The mean traveling time of a produt moleule
through a hannel of length L is proportional to L2 in the MTC ase as in ordinary diu-
sion, but proportional to L3 in the REF ase due to mutual blokage. Hene the urrent
is proportional to 1/L in a MTC system, but proportional to 1/L2 in a REF system. This
holds for all values of the parameters and hene for suiently large L the MTC system
beomes more eient.
In order to understand the strong derease of R for large reativities and large number
of hannels it is instrutive to study the stationary density proles. Fig. 5 shows the B
partile densities for a REF system (left) and MTC system (right) with N = L = 9 and
large reativity c → ∞. Theoretial investigations of MTC systems in the large reativity
ase [13℄ show that in the state of maximal urrent (ρ = 1) the output of B partiles is
independent of the number of hannels. For large L the maximal output urrent beomes
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FIG. 4: Dependene of the output ratio on the hannel length L.
j∗c→∞ ≃
4D
L
where D is the diusion onstant. A nonvanishing urrent of B partiles an be
observed only at the four orners of the lattie (Fig. 6 right).
For xed moderate c this extreme situation is not realized, but nevertheless with inreas-
ing N one expets that the bulk gets inreasingly depleted, sine in eah layer a fration
of A partiles is onverted into B partiles. Thus the total A-density in eah layer may be
desribed by the form
d
dx
NA(x) = −γNA(x) (2)
The oarse-grained ansatz for the number NA(x) of A-partiles in layer x predits an expo-
nential derease of the A density, leaving only an ative boundary layer of nite thikness
ξ = 1/γ ∝ 1/c (3)
at the top and bottom respetively of the (in our simulation two-dimensional) grain. Hene,
as a funtion of N , j∗MTC saturates at some onstant
lim
N →∞
j∗MTC(c, N, L) = C
∗
MTC(c, L). (4)
On the other hand, in the REF system the output urrent sales linearly with inreasing
N for all, even large, c (Fig. 6 left). This is beause even though again the bulk depletes
with inreasing N the ative boundary layer is a surfae saling linearly with N . Thus
lim
N →∞
j∗REF (c, N, L) = NC
∗
REF (c, L) (5)
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FIG. 5: Proles of the REF (left) and MTC (right) system in the large-reativity ase. N = L = 9
FIG. 6: Ative hannel segments in the large-reativity ase. REF system (left), MTC system
(right)
Hene
R(c, N, L) ∝ 1/N (6)
and the MTC eet vanishes at some N for xed reativity c and hannel length L.
Looking on a wider range of reativities (Fig. 7) we notie that the maximal urrents for
MTC systems saturate for some intermediate c whereas in the REF ase the urrent reahes
a plateau for large reativities. This observation an be rationalized by notiing that an
inrease of the output with inreasing c is limited by the inoming urrent of available A
partiles. Sine in the REF system A and B partiles blok eah other an inreasing urrent
of B-partiles always restrits the number of A partiles diusing in. Hene the saturation
due to high reativity sets in only for larger values of c than in the MTC system.
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IV. REF WITH SMALL REACTIVITIES
The arguments put forward above for explaining qualitative and quantitative features of
the MTC eet at intermediate and large reativities c fail for small reativities, i.e., when
c is of the order of the inverse mean intrarystalline residene time. We rst onsider the
referene system.
In this ase the grain ontains only a very small number of B partiles at any time. In this
low-onentration regime the diusion of B partiles inside the grain may be desribed by a
linear diusion equation with an eetive diusion oeient determined by the interation
with A partiles as follows. The A partiles are onsidered as a medium with onstant
equilibrium density ρ throughout the system. At the intersetions B partiles are reated
randomly with eetive rate cρ. We then desribe the diusion of a B partile in the hannel
between intersetions by a random walk from intersetion to intersetion with an eetive
diusion onstant Deff given by the (inverse) mean travelling time between intersetions.
Let ρ(x,y) be the B partile density at the intersetion denoted by (x, y) and ∆ a disrete
two-dimensional Laplae operator
∆ρ(x,y) =
1
4
(
ρ(x+1,y) + ρ(x−1,y) + ρ(x,y+1) + ρ(x,y−1) − 4ρ(x,y)
)
. (7)
Here the lattie unit is given by the hannel length rather than the pore size inside a hannel.
For the B partile density at intersetions we thus obtain
∂
∂t
ρ(x,y) = Deff∆ρ(x,y) + cρ. (8)
A stationary solution to (8) an be found by use of the disrete sine transform ρ˜(q,p) =
10
∑N
x=1
∑N
y=1 ρ(x,y) sin
qpix
N+1
sin ppiy
N+1
. We express (8) (with vanishing time derivative) in terms
of the transformed density ρ˜(q,p). Taking into aount the boundary onditions ρ0,y = ρx,0 =
ρx,N+1 = ρN+1,y = 0 with 0 ≤ x, y ≤ N + 1 we nd
ρ˜(q,p) =
2cρA
cos qpi
N+1
+ cos ppi
N+1
− 2
N∑
n=1
N∑
m=1
sin
qpin
N + 1
sin
ppim
N + 1
. (9)
The non zero ontributions of the double sum an be expressed as a produt of two Cotan-
gents. Transforming bak nally yields
ρ(x,y) = λ
N∑
n=1
N∑
m=1
B(n,m)
cos npi
N+1
+ cos mpi
N+1
− 2
sin
npix
N + 1
sin
npiy
N + 1
(10)
B(n,m) =


0 if n or m even
1
(N+1)2
cot mpi
2(N+1)
cot npi
2(N+1)
else
(11)
Deff together with the reativity and reservoir density, is absorbed into a tting parame-
ter λ ∼ cρ
Deff
. With ρSim(x,y) being the B partile densities obtained from simulations and ρ
Th
(x,y)
the theoretial densities, we dene the homogenized mean square deviation
Q :=
2
N
√√√√ ∑
intersetions
(
ρSim(x,y) − ρ
Th
(x,y)
ρSim(x,y) + ρ
Th
(x,y)
)2
(12)
as a measure for the quality of the approximation. The sum runs over all intersetions,
with the loal deviation normalized by the loal mean. This assures that all intersetions
ontribute with their proper weight.
For large c the prole attens (see Fig. 5) and is not very well desribed by (10). Fig. 8
shows Q as a funtion of c. The boundary density has been hosen to ρ = 0.5. For small
reativies the ollapse of the simulated and alulated prole is fairly good (Q ≈ 0.1).
However, the best ollapse ours for small intermediate reativities. This somewhat
peuliar behavior an be explained by assuming that this random walk is not a Markov
proess as implied in the derivation of (10). The strutural hange in the oupation of the
hannel segment, one a partile overed the distane between two adjaent intersetions,
implies a "memory" eet. Hene we annot assume perfet statistial independene of
subsequent random traveling times between intersetions whih implies that the Markov
assumption is not very well satised. As we inrease the reativity more than one B
partile may be present in the system. This orresponds to an ensemble average over
11
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FIG. 8: Collapse of the simulated and 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les for REF systems. Left: N = 5, ρ = 0.5
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almost independent random walkers whih anels the time orrelations of eah individual
walker and thus improves the validity of the Markov assumption. This leads to the good
data ollapse for some intermediate reativities. As c inreases further both the assumption
of equilibrium of A partiles and the low-onentration approximation (8) for B partiles fail.
V. MTC WITH SMALL REACTIVITIES
Fig. 9 shows the stationary density proles of a MTC system with small reativity. We
rst note that the output urrent is proportional to the number N of β exit hannels, in
agreement with the observation that Rmax approahes a onstant for large N , rather than
deaying proportional to 1/N as R for xed reativity does. Moreover, due to rare transition
events all α-hannels are almost in equilibrium with the reservoir (Fig. 9 left). Thus it is
suient to single out only one β hannel.
We adapt the approah we took for the REF system to the present ase. Due to low
onentration we use a linear diusion equation for the B-density inside a β-hannel. There
are, however, two essential dierenes. (1) Beause auf the absene of A-partiles we do
not onsider the oupation of intersetions alone, but we trak the motion of B partiles
inside a hannel. (2) Due to the inequivalene of the sites inside the β-hannels and the
intersetion points where also A may be loated, we need to desribe a random walker with
spae dependent hopping rates. Intersetions, on the one hand, serve as sites of B partile
reation with a rate proportional to the reativity. On the other hand intersetions are
12
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FIG. 9: Proles for a MTC system N = L = 5 and small reativity c = 0.005. (left) densities of A
and (right) of B partiles. ρ = 0.3
FIG. 10: β hannel with hopping rates. L = 4
oupied by A partiles with a probability ρ and hene, blok B partiles. This leads to
dierent hopping rates onto and from an intersetion as displayed in Fig. 10.
The master equation desription leads to a set of equations for the loal B partile
densities 〈nx〉.
d
dt
〈nx〉 =


D (〈nx−1〉+ 〈nx+1〉 − 〈nx〉 − (1− ρ) 〈nx〉) x = (L+ 1)r ± 1
D (1− ρ) (〈nx−1〉+ 〈nx+1〉)− 2D 〈nx〉+ cρ x = (L+ 1)r
D (〈nx−1〉+ 〈nx+1〉 − 2 〈nx〉) else
(13)
Here x is the lattie position inside a hannel in units of the pore size. In the stationary
state left hand site of (13) vanishes and it follows a reurrene relation for the B-partile
intersetion densities ρr ≡
〈
n(L+1)r
〉
.
ρr =
1
2
(ρr+1 + ρr−1 +K) (14)
K =
cρ
D
[(L+ 1)− (L− 1) ρ] (15)
13
The inhomogeneity K depends on the segment length L and the transition rates. A
solution satisfying (14) and the boundary ondition ρ0 = ρN+1 = 0 an be obtained by use
of a quadrati ansatz. We nd
ρr ≡
〈
n(L+1)r
〉
=
1
2
rK [N + 1− r] (16)
Due to the modied hopping rates in the neighborhood of the intersetions the density
prole is linear between
〈
n(L+1)r−1
〉
and
〈
n(L+1)r−L
〉
rather than between the intersetions
ρr and ρr−1 itself. This beomes notieable for large reservoir densities ρ. There is a "jump"
between intersetions and their adjaent lattie sites. Fig. 11 illustrates this by means of
a prole obtained from MC simulations). Let us onsider a hannel segment embedded
by the two intersetions ρr and ρr−1. Solving (13) for the lattie sites loated next to the
intersetions leads to
〈
n(L+1)r−1
〉
=
ρr−1 + ρr (L− (L− 1)ρ)
(L+ 1)− 2Lρ+ (L− 1)ρ2
(17)
〈
n(L+1)r−L
〉
=
ρr + ρr−1 (L− (L− 1)ρ)
(L+ 1)− 2Lρ+ (L− 1)ρ2
(18)
and for the very rst hannel segment we nd
〈nL〉 =
Lρ1
L+ 1− Lρ
. (19)
We have now fully determined the prole for MTC systems with small reativity. The
urrents between neighboring lattie sites are proportional to the density dierene j(x,x+1) ∼
(〈nx+1〉 − 〈nx〉) with a proportional onstant being the atual hopping rate.
Fig. 12 shows the simulated prole of a β hannel together with the theoretial densities.
We hose an intermediate reservoir density ρ = 0.5. The ollapse of the two urves is very
good. In order to study the quality of the approximation for dierent sets of parameter
we use the denition (12) above. The normalized mean square deviation Q is plotted for
dierent L and dierent ρ (Fig. 13). In the regime of interest, i.e. for small reativities, the
prole is well desribed by the theory even for small L and rather high reservoir densities.
VI. CONCLUSION
Our simulations and analytial results desribe the MTC eet quantitatively over a
wide range of parameters within the NBK model. Moreover, trends whih are independent
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of model details have been identied by analytial alulations and lead to a more positive
result than onluded by [12℄ where no MTC eet at all was reported for short interon-
neting hannels L = 1. For reasonable reativities and hannel lengths the MTC eet
vanishes proportionally to 1/N , i.e., is inversely proportional to the grain diameter. This
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FIG. 13: Collapse of the simulated and alulated proles for MTC systems. Left: N = 5, ρ = 0.5
and dierent L. Right: N = 5, L = 5 and dierent ρ.
was shown expliitly for a two-dimensional simulation model, but the reasoning that led to
this onlusion extends straightforwardly to a three-dimensional system. Nevertheless, for
optimized external proess parameters the NBK model exhibits an enhanement of the ef-
fetive reativity of up to approx. 30% for small grains and any (even short) hannel length
and reativity c. In the present study we have not taken into onsideration that smaller
moleules may diuse into larger hannels, not only the smaller hannels. This was done in
order to keep the model simple so that the origin of the observed MTC eet beomes as
transparent as possible. We did make simulations for a dierent model where this meha-
nism is taken into aount. We have found in these simulations that the MTC eet beomes
stronger. In summary, our investigations suggest that MTC may enhane signiantly the
eetive reativity in zeoliti nanopartiles with suitable binary hannel systems and thus
may be of pratial relevane in appliations.
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